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What’s in your Mobile Testing Toolbox?
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Popular Mobile Testing Tools - 2021

- Communication
  - Zoom or MS Teams
  - Slack
  - Reflector

- Automation
  - Ranorex
  - Appium
  - TestComplete

- Collaboration & Transparency
  - GitHub
  - Jira
  - MS Office or G-Suite
Building a Strong Remote Mobile Test Team

- Plan to connect:
  - “Zoom early, Zoom often”
  - Camera-on culture
  - Water Cooler discussion
  - Core Hours

- But don’t forget:
  - PTO
  - Flexibility
  - Trust & Respect
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Quality at all Stages of Development

- Consider Quality during Requirements Gathering
- Test Driven Development & Early Automation
- Test Sooner & More
- Early Customer & Stakeholder Feedback
- Definition of Done
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